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Giant planets form in disks of gas and dust that surround newborn stars, over timescales of a

few million years. Some stars retain a dust disk significantly longer, which is taken as evidence

for an unseen population of asteroid-like bodies (planetesimals) whose destructive collisions

continually replenish the system with dust1. Such debris disks serve as valuable observational

markers of planet formation and can reveal additional clues to the presence of planets in the

form of eccentric, clumpy or warped features2–4. The nearby, young star AU Microscopii (AU

Mic) hosts a well-studied gas-poor debris disk in which earlier imaging studies detected signs

of asymmetric structures5–8. Here we present the discovery of large-scale structures in the

AU Mic debris disk obtained with the newly commissioned SPHERE planet-finder instrument

at the Very Large Telescope9. The structures comprise five wave-like arches at projected

separations of 10–60 au from the star. Comparison with re-processed images from Hubble

Space Telescope (HST) data taken in 2010 and 201110 allows us to track the location of these

features over a 4-year baseline, revealing systematic motion away from the star at projected

speeds of 4–10 km/s. This exceeds system escape velocity for at least three of the five features,

ruling out conventional disk features caused by gravitational perturbers like planets. Given

the lack of theoretical and observational precedent for such structures, their origin remains an

open question, though the star’s known flaring activity is likely involved.

In the nineteen-eighties, infrared (IR) excess emissions were discovered around main-sequence stars1.
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This excesses were subsequently attributed to the presence of cold dust disks. While IR photometry remains

the best way to detect new dust disks11, recent advances enable high-contrast imaging observations at visible

and near-IR wavelengths to resolve the spatial architecture of these disks by detecting starlight scattered off

dust grains. In addition, high-contrast imaging has discovered a handful of giant planets around stars with

debris disks, corroborating the natural link between disks and planets12–15.

Most debris disks observed by direct imaging feature asymmetries such as rings, warps, clumps, offsets,

eccentricities, or brightness asymmetries. These observed structures are often considered to be the result of

gravitational perturbations caused by the presence of yet unseen planets, an interpretation which proved to

be correct in the case of the β Pic system2,4,16,17.

The debris disk around AU Mic is peculiar in many respects. The star is a cool, flaring18 M1Ve type

dwarf with a 4.9 day rotation period19 at a distance of only 9.94± 0.13pc20. As a member of the β Pic

Moving Group, the adopted age of the star is 23± 3Myr21. Its extended (∼200 au) edge-on dust disk was

first discovered at visible wavelengths using ground based observatories22. The current picture of the system

assumes a birth ring of planetesimals located at 35–40 au. Beyond this radius, the disk is populated by small

dust particles (> 0.05µm)8, blown away by the stellar wind as opposed to the radiation pressure involved

in disks around earlier-type stars23,24. Following the discovery image, the system was intensively observed

from the ground and space5–8. These observations hinted at brightness asymmetries in the intensity profile

of the disk at physical separations of 20–40 au. Most were located in the fainter, southeast side of the disk

while the northwest side was more uniform and approximately twice as bright. Observations obtained in

August 2010 and July 2011 using HST confirmed these asymmetries10.

AU Mic was one of the prime test targets during the commissioning of SPHERE, the planet finder

instrument installed at the VLT9. It was observed on August 10th, 2014, in the J band (1.25µm) with the

near IR camera IRDIS. The disk is detected out to 7′′ (∼70 au), as limited by the detector field of view, and

as close as 0.17′′ (∼1.7 au), below which the disk is attenuated by the coronagraph (Fig. 1). We measured

a position angle (PA) of 129.5◦ ± 0.3◦ in the southeast side. The northwest side PA differs by 1.7◦ ± 0.4◦

(see Supplementary Information, SI). While the general shape agrees with previous observations, the new

SPHERE images show the morphology of the whole disk with unprecedented resolution and detail. In this

paper, we focus on the enigmatic patterns in the southeast side. In total, we identified five structures at

approximately 1.02′′, 1.70′′, 2.96′′, 4.10′′, 5.52′′ corresponding to physical separations of ∼10 to 55 au (see

SI). Figure 2 plots the positions of the photometric centroids along the disk (its spine) and identifies the

locations of the five structures annotated A to E. The features get fainter, broader, and closer to the mid

plane with increasing stellocentric distance. The typical projected sizes of the features range between ∼5 to

10 au from inside to outside while they culminate above the disk midplane at ∼1.5 to 0.5 au, respectively.
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The structures feature arch-like or wave-like morphology unlike anything previously observed in circumstellar

disks. Features A and B fall into the field of view of ZIMPOL, the visible light arm of SPHERE, where they

are recovered as well (see SI).

In older observations by HST/STIS in 2010/2011 a prominent structure was reported in the southeast

side at a projected separation of ∼13 au10. We re-analyzed these data to yield separate images for the 2010

and 2011 epochs. Both show that this bump is equivalent with feature B seen in the 2014 SPHERE image

but situated ∼4 au closer to the star (Fig. 1). In fact, the HST re-processed images contain further features

at larger separations. A careful analysis reveals that the features in the SPHERE and HST images match

with high fidelity across all three epochs (Figure 2). Feature A would be obscured by the coronagraph

in 2010. However, all structures identified in 2014 appear to have moved away from the star toward the

southeast direction as a coherent train of patterns. From these measurements, we derived the projected

speeds of each feature (Figure 3). The motions are faster (>4–11km/s) than those expected for circular

orbits and are found to exceed local escape velocity for at least the three outermost structures, indicating

they are unbound and thus are being expelled from the system. The velocities follow a linear trend where

the most distance features move faster. However, these distant features are also broader, fainter, and thus

more difficult to register with accuracy. The trends are demonstrated in Figure 3 which reinforces the idea

of coherence between these structures possibly pointing to a common origin, although we note that features

A and B are still compatible with highly eccentric Keplerian orbits.

The fast motion is also illustrated in Fig. 4, which plots the stellocentric distance versus time for each

feature. The structures are well aligned over the three epochs, error bars being smaller than the plotted

symbols in some cases. Once the data points are fitted with linear trends and extended back in time, three

out of five features (A, B, C) lie on nearly parallel tracks, suggestive of a common origin. Interestingly,

brightness asymmetries reported in the literature in 2004 coincide with the tracks for features C and D,

though it is difficult to determine reliably if they are the same features.

The interpretation of these fast-moving structures in the AU Mic system is rendered difficult by the

edge-on view and the short temporal baseline, as well as the lack of observational precedent or theoretical

predictions for such phenomena. Most scenarios that we considered are not fully compliant with all the

features characteristics. We discuss the various scenarios in the SI. There are mandatory observational

facts that a scenario must explain, at least qualitatively, which are: 1) spatial localization, 2) timeframe,

3) increase of projected speeds at larger projected separations, 4) larger projected widths away from the

star, 5) increase of intensities at shorter projected separations, 6) decrease of elevations outwards. Having

considered several scenarios we speculated that an unseen planet traveling on a fraction of its orbit during

the observational timeframe could explain the main characteristics. Potentially triggered by the stellar flares,
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episodic outflows pointed away from the star could have been released by this planet, thus leading to the

formation of discrete structures in the dust population. The sum of the outflow velocity and the planet

velocity vectors changes along the orbit and we observe its projection. In this picture, feature E is the oldest

and the most distant from the star while feature A is directed towards the observer. Given that features

A and E could have been released ∼15 years apart (Fig. 4) and that projected speeds vary from ∼4 to

10 km/s (Fig. 3), this simple model allows us to constrain the minimal separation of a planet to ∼10–15au.

On the other side, dust clearing observed at distances closer than ∼35–40au could be the result of a planet

orbiting inside the planetesimals belt23. In the range 10–40 au the SPHERE data reach a contrast of 1.10−6

to 8.10−8, which, depending on evolutionary models25,26, places an upper limit at 6–3.5 Jupiter masses,

respectively. An inclined orbit could help to account for the decreasing elevations of the features.

Several mechanisms could be responsible for a planetary outflow. In that respect, stellar winds or flares,

of which the effect is attested for AU Mic, should play an important role. For instance, atmospheric escape

is common for Hot Jupiter planets and produces cometary tail-like structures27. Another case of interest

may involve the presence of a planetary magnetosphere. Planetary magnetic field lines reconnect with the

magnetized stellar wind creating a magnetotail which can lead to cyclical ejections of plasma out of the tail28.

Dust particles interacting with the ejected plasma are accelerated by the Lorentz force which is dominant

over gravity. This would yield an outflow pointed away from the star, and may explain the super-Keplerian

velocities of a few tens of km/s29,30 and possibly vertical transport with respect to the disk midplane. Such

magnetotail ejections are observed in the solar system from Jupiter and Saturn 1–2 au away from the planet.

For the time being, our observations cannot discriminate between these different physical scenarios, though

as we discuss in the SI, imaging polarimetry and monitoring observations have the potential to break some

of these degeneracies in the coming years.
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Figure 1: High-contrast images of the AU Mic debris disk. Images are shown for the 3 epochs

(2010.69, 2011.63, 2014.69) at the same spatial scale the location of AU Mic marked with a yellow star

symbol. In the two upper panels (a, b) the HST/STIS data were processed with roll subtraction and high-

pass filtered to reveal the various features. SPHERE/IRDIS images are displayed in panels c, d, and e, for

three differential imaging techniques (see SI for details). The intensity maps are multiplied by the square

of the stellocentric distance to counteract the high dynamic range of the data and make the disk structures

visible at all separations. Therefore, the disk in the central area is in fact brighter than it appears (see SI

for a linear intensity stretch). The color scale represents different absolute intensity ranges in the images to

account for the varying degree of flux loss in the different processing techniques, but the ratio of minimum

to maximum value is kept constant.
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Figure 2: Matching disk features across three epochs of observation. For each of the three disk

images, we plot the vertical position of the disk’s spine (photometric centroid) as a function of radial distance

to the star. For the sake of clarity, the profiles are shifted vertically in proportion to the time intervals between

epochs. We identify a recurring pattern of five local maxima (marked A–E) corresponding to the visually

identified wave-like features. Dashed orange lines roughly illustrate the possible trajectory of each feature.

Note that feature A is fully obscured by the coronagraph in 2010, and at least partly so in 2011. Errors in

the profiles are dominated by the uncertainty on the disk position angle (0.3◦–0.5◦).
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Figure 3: Projected speeds of the disk features. The projected speeds of the five features A–E (green,

red, orange, blue, magenta) are plotted against the projected distance from the star, revealing a trend

of increasing speed with increasing distance. The three epochs yield three projected separations and two

projected speeds (we did not consider the speed between the two HST image as the time baseline is too short),

except for feature A, undetected in 2010. The family of solid black curves shows circular Keplerian orbits

viewed edge-on for comparison (calculated for 0.3 solar mass) . The dotted red curves show the maximum

local system escape speed as a function of projected distance from the star for two different assumptions on

the mass of AU Mic (0.3 and 0.5 solar mass); thus, any object above this curve cannot be gravitationally

bound to AU Mic. All observed features exhibit projected speeds in excess of expectations from circular

orbits, and at least three (C–E) are on unbound trajectories.
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Figure 4: Positions of the disk features over time. Positions of features measured in SPHERE and

HST images are plotted as diamonds together with error bars (in some cases, the errors are smaller than

the symbol size). Linear fits on these three epochs illustrate the possible track of each feature. The black

symbols show the location at which inhomogeneities were reported in literature based on older data5–8. The

color coding is the same as in Figure 3.
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